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Todor D . Todorov 
It lias been shown in 181 that the set of asympototic number~ A is a system of genera­
lized numbers i ncl ndin~ isomorphic;ill y the set of real numbers gt, :1s well as the field 
of formal power (asymptotic) series. In the present paper, which is a continuation of 181, 
an order relation i n A is i ntroduced due to A t u roin~ out to be a totally-ordered set. 
The consis tency between the order rel ation and the algebraic operations in A is investi ­
gated and in p:u ticular, i t is shown that the inequalities i n A car. de added and multi­
pl ied as in the set of the real numbers. The notions of in fini tesimals (infinitely small 
numbers), finite and infinitely large numbers are introduced; A turns out to be a non­
arrhimedean ser. The u~age of inflnitesimals as infinitely l arge numbers along wi th the 
real numbers is the reason why the terms and the notions introduced in this paper nre 
very much like those of the non-standard analysis (Robinson's theory of iofinitesimals) 
[7]*. In connection with the order relation, an interval topology of A is introduced nod 
some of its properties are established. The theor~ of asymptot ic functions, as well ns the 
applications to the quantum t heor~, Me put off for a future pnper. 
The notions or the asymptotic numbers 12. 4, 81 and those of the asymptotic func­
tions [3. 5) are introduced as a subsidiary device for invest igat ion of some problems in 
quantum theory. For further details about the motivation of thi$ work we ad\'ise the 
reader to refer to [2, 3, 4. 5. RJ. H111 the knowledge of JRJ IS quite sufficient for the 1111­
dcrst.mding of the present paper. 
l. Order Relation in the Set of the Asymptotic Numbers 
Definition I (Order relation). Let a , bE A. 
(i) We shall say that a is not larger than b and we write this as a -:=:;. b if 
for every choice of a Ea there exists {J Eb such that a(s)-:=;. tJ(s) for all suffi­
ciently small sE(O, l) (there exists eEO,l ) such that a(s) ::; {J(s) for all s E(O, e)) ; 
(ii) We shall say that a is smaller than b or that b is larger than a and 
then we write a<b if a5. b and a=j= b. 
l?emark : We shall denote by N, N0, Z, ff1 , fit~ , and C the sets of naturals, 
naturals and zero (i. e. 0, 1, 2, ... , ), integers, real, positive real and complex 
numbers, respectively. We shall de note by A 
numbers (8, Definition 5). 
the set of all real asymptotic 
We shall introduce some subsidiary notions with the help of which the 
lbove defin ition could be fo rmulated in a more con ve nient fo rm. 
Definition 2 (Filter &). 
Some of the results of this papar ware roported b) the author at the conference •o perato­
~~Distrihutionen und Ven·andte Non-Standard Mt•thoden'', Oberwolfach, Federal Republic of 
~man), 2-8 July. 1978. 
(i) We denote by /!. the set of all subsets of (0, 1 ), which contain an in 
terval of the type (0, t:) , e ~ (0,1) (F is diiferent (in general) for the different ele. 
ments of $). • 
It is easily verified that 8 is a filter ou (0,1 ), i. e. <': posses~ts the follow. 
ing (filter) properties: 
{I) 
(2) S, T E r-. implies Sn T t r-., 
(3) ~">t 0 and SC TC (0,1) implies Tt 8. 
W ith the help of 8. Definition I could be periphrased as follows (we are 
going to formulate it as a lemma): 
Lemma 1. Let a, b E A. Then a=:; b if and only if for every choke 0 Ea 
there exists pEb such that 
(4) { s: n(s) - fi(s)} H~-
Prooj. The equivalence bet ween Definition 1 and Lemma I follows frorn 
the fact that assertion " { s: a(s)s p(s)} ( (-.'' is equ ivalent to the assertion "a(s) 
·;fJ{s) holds for all sufficiently small sE (0,1)". Further, we are going to use 
Lemma 1 together with ( I), (2) and (3) first of all. 
Remark. Let us note that "a< b'' is not equivalent to "for every choice 
of aEa there ex ists tJ Eb such lhal 
(:5) {s: a(s)<fJ(s)}t<~"). 
n order to convince ourselves of the above-mentioned remarl\ it would be 
sufficient to consider the case a b. 
Lemma 2. If a, b E A and a- b ~& (8, Definition 5, (v)), then: 
i) a< b if and only if for every choice of a Ea and fJ (; b (S) holds; 
ii) a< b if and only if there exists r~ Ea and f! E- b for which (5) holds. 
Proof. The validity of (3) for all a Ea and all tJ ( b implies, of course, a<b, 
as well as a< b implies the ex istence of aE a and /lEb such that (5) holds, 
bearing in mind that l s: a(s)= tl (s) JE.$ is not possible in the case a-b~t> 
({ s: a(s) =fi(s)} ( 0 !>hould mean a- b E t:l). 
(i) Let a< b and let (5) hold for 'L (a and fl Eb. Let us f.et (for the sake of 
convenience) a- b c. Then c~ (9 implies that every representative /' Ec can be 
represented in the form ?(S)= i'os"+J(s), where .a EZ, ;•0 ER, ;·0 :f:O and ro is the 
same for all i' Ec and lim _I (s) 1S'' - 0. If y - a- {J, then we obtain ;·0 <0, i. e . 
......o 
{ s :y(s)<O}ES for all rtc (bu t not only for r = r~-fi). But the latter means 
that (5) holds for all tL E: a and all fJ (: b; 
(ii) Let there exist a Ea and iJ Eb such that (5) holds. Consequently, there exists 
r Ec such that { s : r(s) < O} E&, which implies again Yo< 0, i. e. l s: y(s)<O}E S 
for all yEc, i. e. (5) holds for all 11 Ea and all pEb, i. e. a-s;. b. On the other 
hand, since a - ·b (ft:l. a=b is impossible, i. e. a<b. The proof is finished. 
Lemma 3. If a, b E A and a - bE t:l, then a ...;; b if and only it aCb (aCb 
means a c b or a = b,. 
Proof. aCb and even ac b implies, obviously, a~b; to believe that we 
can set a {J Ea. Let a -::;, b and let us assume a~ b. This means, in particular, 
that for the accuracies ' 'a of a and vb of b, "a<r11 holds (and consequently, 
v0 <oo) and every aE a can be represented in the form a P(a) + I, where 
P(a) is the main part of a (8, (3)), lim Ll (s) ts•a 0 and every representative 
,\--.0 
{JE b can be represented in the form fi(~·) =P(a) + tJ0 s"a+1 t f (s), where tJ0 is a 
· 
! 
:)
of (0,1 ), which contain an in real nu mher ami lim I (s).'sva 1 1 0. If we choose 1(s) = s''aJs , s ((0, I), i. e. a(s) 
.1) 1 general) fo r the di fferent e l e~ ' s ~ p (a)-! s ' oJs, we see that there exists no {I E. b such that {s : a(s)!", fl(s)} E&. 
,I), i. e. 8 posses~es the follow. The latter con tradicts a< b. The lemma is proved. 
Remark. Let us note that the relation aCb makes sense for the complex 
asymptotic numbers too and not on_ly for th~ real ones ( ~. Sec. 2). . . 
Theorem 1. The re lation " ~ " IS a relatton of non-stnctly order m 11, 1. e. 
T E ,r:., it is reflexive, anti symmetric and transitive. 
Proof. 
(i) a ~ b (reflexive) follows from Lt>mma I by a =b and '' fl ; 
(ii) We mus t prove tha t a b and b ~a implies a b (anti-symmetric). Let us 

eriphrased as follows (we are assume a-b ~ 0 and let 11 Ea and f:l t b be chosen arbitrarily. Corresponding to 

Lemma 2, the sets S {s : a(s)::o. ,B(s) } and T {s: a(s) tt(s)} belong to 8, i. e. 

only if for ever) choice a ~ a s T E8 and corresponding to (1), S n T E 0. On the other hand, S n T {s: a(s) 

~p(s)}, i.e. a-b E<9 which is a contradiction. So we conclude that a- bE &. 
,. Corresponding to Lemma ~~ . a·, b and b · a are reduced to aCb and bCa,
''· i.e. a=b ; 1 I and Lemma I follows frorn (iii) Let a ::::: b aud b c. We must prove a-~ c (t!ansitive). Let a Ea be chosen~quivalent to the assertion "a(s) arbitrarily. Corresponding to Lemma I, the re extst dE b and ;· Ec such that the 
. Further, we are going to use 
sets S {s: IJ(s) < {t(s)} and T- l s: /l(s) ::; i'(s) } are elements of &. Hence, with
•f all. the help of (2), we obtain S n T E8. Let us set U= { s:u(s) ::; ~(s) ) . Obviously, Sn Tquivalent to "for every choice cUC(O,l ), which is corresponding to (3), leads to VE8, t. e. a= c. The proof
iS completed.
l t. \
' )· 	 Theorem 2. The relation "< " is a relation of s trict order in 11, i. e 
mentioned remark it \vould be it is: 
(i) anti-reflexive, i. e. a< a for all aEA (" - " means "the logical contradic­
:inition .i, (v}), then: tion") ; 
;a and fiE b (5) holds ; (ii) anti-symmetric, i. e. a< b implies b.Za; . 
fJ ~ b for which (5) hold.c-:. (iii) transitive, i. e. a< b and b< c implies a< t. Furthermore, "a .:; b" tf and 
1 all fl Eb implies, of course. a< b, only if "a< b or a = b". . . . . . 
and tJ t b such that (.5) holds, Proof. The theorem 1s a (s ta ndard) consequence of Defllllhon I and 1 heo­
.ot possible in the case a-b~c:> rem I. 
Theorem 3. Fvery two asymptotic numbers a and b are orderable, i.e. for 
ii ( b. Let us 5et (for the sake of every a, bE A one (and only one) of the assertions a< b, a""" b and a> b holds. 
every representative 1 Ec can be (In other words, the order in A is linear or, which is the same, the order pos­
.u EZ, ;-0 ER, ;·,A=0 and l'o is the sesses the property of trichotomy.) 
- {1, then we obtain ;'0 <0, i. e. Proof . Let a, b E A and let us set a - b c. If c~ ~ (i.e. a n b= ¢ ), then 
there exists Yo Ettl, l'o 0, such that every representative i' Ec can be repr.esent ­y= r1 - {J). But the latter means 
ed in the form r(s) = l'oS'' + I (s), where Jl EZ is the power of c and lim tl (s)(S'' 
s-+0 
•) 	holds. Consequently, there exists =0. If y0 < 0, then {a(s) < t1(s)}E ~; for all aEa and {IE b, i.e. a<b holds (see 
again >'o< O, i.e. [s :i{s)< O}E6 Lemma 2(i)). If l'o> O, then { s: a(s) >/1(s)} E8 for all (L Ea and all fJ Eb, i. e. 
ll tJE b,i.e.a<.. b. On tbe other a> b. Let c ~ 0. Then, corresponding to (8, Theorem 3), an b :_ ¢ and one (and 
a< b. The proof is finished. only one) of the relations a c b, a b and a ':J b holds; these relations are equi­
a -:::. b 1f and only if aCb (aCb valent to a< b, a = b and a> b, respectively. The theorem is proved. 
Definition 3 (Positive and negative numbers). Let a E A. We say that a is 
iously, a <~ b; to believe that we positive if a>O and we say that a is negatine if a< O. The set of all positive 
a :J b. This means, in particular, asymptotic numbers is denoted by A+· 
va< J'" holds (and consequently, Remark. Correspondin~ to (8, Theorem 6), 0 = 0"" is the zero element of 
in 	 the form a P(al + I, where A. The use of the notation 0 ins tead of 0"' is based on (8, Definition 12). 
Is"(/ 0 and every representative Theorem 4. 
(i) If a EA, a~ &, then a > 0 if and only if a" 0 (respectively), where ,u is(a) -L P0s"a+' -l 1(s), where Ji0 is a the power of a and a,, is the corresponding (for k = J.L) coefficient in the main 
par t oi a (8, (3)) ; 
(ii) The inequalites 0 0"' < 0 0 0 or ()• I < 0 0 0 ' , . t z, hold. 
Proof. The theorem could be proved just like the theorems exposed so 
far. We notice that the inequalities a 0 have sense in A and a ,, 0 - in !it. 
Corollary 1. If a, b E: A and a - b ~ ~. then a< b if and only if a. ­ b< O. 
Corollarv 2. 
(i) Every asymptotic zero different from 0 is positive, i.e. 0'>0 for all 1•E Z· 
(ii) If a< 0, then a.~ t). ' 
Theorem 5. li a, hE A and a- b E~. then a h if and only if ,.,. -.,.b (res. 
pectively), where '"a and ' 'b are the accuracies (8, Definition !J, (iii)~ of a and b 
respectively. 
Proof. Consequence of the preceding theorem (or of (8, Theorem ~)). 
Corollary. If I ; ' and I··'' , ).', 1." EI are two asy mptotic units, i. e. l · , P" t 1 
(8, Def. 5, (vi)), then Ji.' ~ J<'' if and only if ).' 2 i.". 
Theorem 6. 
(i) If a EA, then a<O implies - a> O (8, Definition 9); 
(ii) If aEA and a~e). then a> O implies a< O. (We shall recall that -0• O• 
(8, Theorem II).) 
Proof. 
(i) Let a<O. Corresponding to Corollary :l of TheoreJIJ 4, a~~ and consequen. 
tly, a1,<0 which follows to a,.>O. i.e. - a> O, corresponding to Theo­
rem 4; 
(ii) is proved analogously to (i). 
Theorem 7. Let a EA and a~ e. The reciprocal number a-1 (8, Definition 9) 
is positive (negative) if and on ly if a is positive (negative). 
Proof. The theorem follows directly from Theorem 4, bearing in mind, 
a~ 0. 
2. Order Relation and Algebraic Operations 
Now we are going to discuss the consistency betwee n the order and the 
algebraic operations in A. We should like to point out in advance that ·the 
essential points of this section are Theorem 16, Theorem 17 and Theorem 18. 
The reader, who is interested only in the final results, could pay attention to 
these three theorems only (as well as Theorem 21, perhaps). 
Theorem 8. If a,b,c EA. then: (i) a< h implies a c < b+c; (ii) a~O and 
b-::::: 0 implies a. b ~O. 
Proof. 
(i) Let a < b and let a Ea and i' Ec be chosen arbitrarily and for fJ Eb {s: a(s) 
:=:;/J(s)} E6 holds. Obviously, {s: a(s) ·::P(s)} = { s :a(s)+ ,.(s) ::; {J(s) +r(s) }, which 
implies a+c~b .,- c; 
(ii) Let a> O and b -0. If (at least) one of the nu mbers a and b is asympto­
tic zero, then a.b _0 is obvious. Let a, b~e. Co rresponding to Lemma 2 (l), 
fo r every choice ~f 11Ea, fiEb, ' l EO 0"" and lEO = Ooo,{s: a(s) ~" J(s)}E S 
and { s :{f(s) _ ] (s)}E8 hold. Le t .d(s), fcs)~O on (1,0) (for example, .d(s) 
J(s) exp (-1 /s) or just l= ,- 0 no (1,0)). We have that 
{ s: a(s) 2: t1 (s) }n { s: P(s) ...... X(s)} c { s: a(s) .fi (s) ~ J (s) . I (s)} 
holds ; from which, bearing in mind (2) and (3), we obtain {s: a(s).fl(s) 
~- l (s). 3 (s)} E8. The latter means a .b _0, bearing in mind Lemma 2 (ii) and 
(8, Theorem 18). The proof is completed. 
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a2Corollary. a2 - I) for all a ( ;1 and 0 if and only if a -- 0 . 
Theorem 9. If a, b, c, d ( .4, then n .band c :.:.d implies a + c :::; b+d. 
Proof. The proof is s tandard (i. e. the assertion of the theorem follows 
from Theorem 8 as in any ring or fi eld): a ·O> b implies a+c~ b+c ; c< d im­
plies c t- b d ---b from which a t c -b ~ d follows. 
Definition 4. Let A X AX.-\ be the set of all triples (a, b, c), where a, b, c EA. 
We shall separa te the following subsets of AX AX A: 
(6) D l (a, b, c): ,Ita< u,, c E(.')""-{ 0 l }, 
(7) D:! :(a, b, c): ncb, c< O J 
t8) D - D 1 u D~, 
where /Ia and ftb are the powers (8, Definiliou f5, (iiil) of a and b respectively. 
Treorem 10. lfa,b, ct,\ and (a,b, caD, then a- b implies a.c-:::;, b.c by 
c ,o and a~b implies a.c b.c by c~O. 
Proof. 
(i) Let a.c - b.c~ el. Bearing: in mind the generalized distributive law (8 (21): 
(b a) . c+O··=b.c a.c (1· ts the accuracy of b.c- a.c), we get (b-a).c~el: 
which, as 0 is a prime ideal of A (6, Theorem 18). follows to b- a, c~el. By 
Corollary I of Theorem 4, a - -b implies b a 0, which together with c ·0 
follows lo (b - a). c 0. We mus t again use the generalized distributiye l~w 
and we obtain b. c a. r · 0, which by Corollary I of Theorem 4 1mphes 
a. c ~ b.c. If c<O, corresponding to Theorem 6, c> O and consequently, 

-c(b - a) --·0 from which we get a . c b.c _ O, i.e. a.c 2:. b. c ; 

ti i) Let a. c- b . c t el. lf we assume also that c E 0"-10} (this in patricular means c> O), 

then we have f.ta ~ /lb and a.c _ b.c will reduce to O''a- •cc O"b+•, (because 

of .ua · ,ttb). Let c~ O. If c>O, then a b implies a.c· b.c - the case a--:-b~O 
we already considered above and for a - b tl'). i.e. for acb, a.c~ b.c. Is ob· 
vious. If c<O, then a -::;;, b (together with (/)) implies either a-b~ t'>, whtch we 
considered already, or a b, which implies a. c=b. c. The theorem is prove_d. 
Theorem 11. If n, c, b t A and (a, b, c)E 0 1, then a<b implie~ a. c> b .c (111 
spite of c>O). 
Proof. ln fact, in this case a. c> b. c is reduced (because of .ua<P.b and cEII 
""-{ 0 1) to O~'a+"'c~O''a+•,, where ' 'c is the accuracy of c, i.e. 0~'a+~-c>0"b+•,. 
Theorem 12. lf (a, b, c)~ D2 , the n a < b impl ies a. c< b. c (in spite of 
c < O). 
Proof. In this case, corresponding to (7}, a< b is reduced to ac b and 
corresponding to Theorem 4, c< O means, in fact, y1, <0. where 1-L and r,. are the 
power and the corresponding coefficient in the main part of c (8 (3)), respective· 
ly. Hence, we gel a.c c b. c, i.e. a.c< b.c. 
Theorem 13. If a, b, c, d E A, then O=::;a b and 0:5.c :::; d implies a .c5. b. d. 
Proof. First of all, O-- a ~ b ane 0 c· - d implies (a, b, c), (c, d, bH D. In· 
deed, corresponding .to Theorem 4 both a b and ua < flb are possible only in 
the case a,. <0-:; {),,b (a,,a and f,,1, are the first coefficients in the main parts 0 (8 (3)) of a and b respectively), which contradicts O~a. i. e. (a, b, c)E D 1• On 
the other hand, O< c shows that (a, b, c)~ D2, i. e. (a, b, cH D. In the same 
way we obtain (c, d, b)~ D. Further on the proof is standard (as in any order­
ed ring or field). We multiply the fursl inequality by a and the second by b 
and we obtain a.c5.b.c and c . b d.b, i.e. a.c <;. b.d. The proof is com· 
pleted. 
Corollary. If a, b E A, then o...... a :;; b implies an< b" for every n= I, 2, . . .. 
The strict inequality "<" in A has, with respect to the algebraic operations, 
properties quite analogous lo those of the non-strict one. Becaus~ of the strange 
algebraic pr~pertie!' of " < " h?we_ve r, w~ can obtain ~n equality aftei adding 
an asymptotic number to a strtct mequallty (to both s1des of a strict inequa. 
lity); this property does not have an analogue in the set of real numbers &t 
The following lines are devoted ju~t to this special feature of the strict i ne~ 
qualities in A. 
Definition 5. We shall denote by E the following subset of AXAXA: 
(9) E- = {(a,b,c) : a-b~~. !Ja &> l 'r }Ul(a,b,c): a - bE0, /JtL-b >·c}, 
where ufl-b is the power of a ­ b and 1·,. is the accuracy of r. 
Theorem 14. If a, b, c EA, then a< b implies a + c< b-1 c in the case 
(a, b. c)~ E.,. and a+ c=b. c in the case (a, b, c)E E.,. . 
Proof. We showed already that a< b implie~ a+ c:... b-r c. Consequently, we 
must only specify the cases (a, b, cH E.t and (a, b, c) EE f · To this end it is ~ 
convenient to put down a, b and c in the normal additive form (8, Defini· 
tion 13): 
•n 
~ ·" o·· ba = ..!.,; all s + n , 
n =Jt 
where l~a. l'b and .lie are the powers of a, b and c respectively, u min (f.la, .U-b); 
l'ln=O, w :::;; n <Pa and {3., = 0, f.( $. n < p 1, and ''a, v11 and >'c are the accuracies of 
a, b and c respectively. We obtain un =/f, .11 n~.tla-b and In the case a<b, 
a-bE~ (i.e. ac b) a" fin, .u < n· ''o hold also. lt is sufficient to use (8, Theo­
rem 3) only. The proof is completed. 
Definition 6. We shall denote by E the following subset of AXAXA: 
(10) E0 ={(a,b,O):a, b EA} u{(a,b,c): a,b, cEA, Pa !-lb. /-(a_/J- .u > 2r}, 
where f.(a. Pb at~d ,lla-b are the powers of a, b and a- b, respectively, and i.~ 
is the relative accuracy of r. 
Theo rem 15. If a, b, c EA, the n a b implies a. c=- b . c in the case (a, b, c) 
(£ £ 
0 
and a . c =b. c in the case (a, b, c) ( E0• The proof is quite analogous to 
that of Theorem 14. We shall omit it. In spite of the results of Theorem 14 
and Theorem 15 most of the properties of the s trict inequalites in ffi. are 
valid in A too, e. g.: 
Theorem /6. If a, b E A, then a>O and b>O imply a. b> O. 
Proof. Corresponding to Theorem 8, we have a. b-:? 0. Fu rthermore, A does 
not have divisors of zero (8, Theo rem 7), i. e. a. b -' 0, which implies a. b> O. 
Theorem 17. lf a, b, c, d E A, then a < b and c<d implies a+ c<b +d. 
Proof. Let a< b and c< d. We shall show at fi rst that (at least) one of 
the triples (a, b, c) and (c, d, b) does not belong to £+· Let us assume the op· 
posite, i. e. that (a, b, c), (c, d, b) E E+· 
(i) Let (at least) one of the diffe rences a b and c­ d not be an asymptotic 
zero - let us ass't1me, for instance, that a - b (f c.:> . (9) implies ''o~min (Ya, vb) 
= )'a - b ·::.,Ua-IJ ·:::- vc -. min (11c1Va) l'c· iJ fle-d l 'tn i. e. YIJ> V(), Which iS a COilfra· 
diction ; (ii) Let a-bE~ and c- d Ec.:>. We obtain 1'a> l 'b and l'a> vd, correspoding to 
Theorem 5 and ,ua-b vc and l' c-'t ''b• corresponding to (9). On the other hand, 
v0 = ffiin (1•01 Yb)=va_ !J ' ,'Ia_ /> " l 'c and I'd min (l'c1 Vd) = l'r_d~,Uc-d > J'bo i. e. Vc~ 1'do 
which contradicts ''c> vd. The subsidiary assumption is proved. Without loss 
of generality we can assume that (a, b, c)~E+· We obtain a + c< b T c _and c+b~d+ b, corresponding to Theorem 14 and Theorem 9 respectively, 1. e. 
a ..J... c< b +d. T he proo f is fin ished. 
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Theorem /8.If a, b, c, d E A, then !I / a· b and 0 <"' c<d implies a. c< b. d. 
Proof. l.el O<a<b and O< c< d. 
hav~ also: J.. _ min {1.0i.IJ)~"a "-a'>J..c min (J..r,la) Uc-d - lt" > J.h,i. e. J.b> i.o,0
which is a contradiction. Further, let us assume that (a, b, c) (f E0 . On the other 
band, as we already showeo by proving Theorem 13 (a, b, c), (c, d, b) (D. ~or· 
responding to Theorem 10 and Theorem I!>, c .b . d. b and a. c< b. c, 1. e. 
a. c<b .d. The theorem is proved. , . . 
Corollary. H a, bE A and 11 EN ( N : I, 2, ... ) ), then O< a<b unpiles 
1ln < b". Theorem 19. Each positive asymptotic number cannot possess more than 
0 11e square root. Proof. Let a > O and a b2 =c2 and O< b <. c. From the above Corollary 
2we obtain b2 <c2, which contradicts b2 = c • 
Theorem20. If a,bEA, then a < b ituplies a < (a+b),2 b and (a+b)2 b 
only in the case a- bE0 (2 EA.,. (R, Definition 12)). 
Proof. (i) a< b implies LJ =--= (b-a)/2> 0. Corresponding to Theorem I0, a ::;a+ 1- (a 
+b)/2. For the power ,u 1 of ,d, JlLf ::;v4 holds. Consequently, th~ assimilation of 
.f from a (8, Theorem 13) is impossible because fl "~- a + 1, , 1. e. 0<(a+b)!2. 
We add b 2 to both sides of a,·2< bf2 and we obtam (a+b)·2 ::; b: . 
(ii) If a-b (f 0, then (a; 2, bi 2, b 2) ( E+ and consequently, correspondmg to 
Theorem 15,a 2< b 2 implies (a + b)/2< b. lf a - bE'J, then(a, 2,b '2,b '2)EE4 and 
a·2< b 2 implies (a+b) /2 - b. The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 21. For every a, b E A, a< b there exists c EA such that a < c< b . 
(In other words, A is a dense set with respect to the order relation.) 
Proof. {i) If a b { 0 , then, corresponding to the above theorem, a<c<b fo r c 
=(a + b)/2;(ii) Let a< b and a-b ~ IJ (i. e. ac b). Corresponding . to Theorem 5, I'a>'.'"• 
where va and 1'h are the accuracies of a and b respecttvely. Let e be an arbit­
rary positive asymptotic number different from asymptotic zero, i. e. e(f 6, with 
power M, - l'a· Then c=a-e possesses the property (we are looking for) a<c 
<b. Indeed, the positivity of e implies a· c anrl ;t, ' 'a implies G "'f C, i. e. a<c. 
Besides, corresponding to Lemma 2, a cb, which (betause oi p, -- l'a) leads to 
cc b, i. e. c< b. The proof is completed. 
Remark. The condition e E 0 was requirecl in the above proof in order to 
comprise the cases a - b E0 and ''a= ''" I I. If ''u> l'o l l. the choice eE0 is pos­
sible also. 
The theorems exposed so far show lhat the properties of the order in 
A with respect to the algebraic operations in A are distinguished from the 
properties of any order ring or field (see, for ins tance, (I]). As we saw, how­
ever, the peculiarities of the order in A (in respect to ffi., for instance) refer 
to rather "narrow" subsets of AXAXA -- the :;ets D, E+ and E0. This gi ves 
us a possibility to work in most cases with the inequalities in A by the usual 
(as in ffi.)) rules. In this respect the non-strict inequality " ::; " is more conve­
nient because the peculiarities mentioned above refer only to the set D. 
We shall define some notions directly connected with order relation of 
the asymptotic numbers. . 
Definition 7 (Magnitude). By the term magmtude a of a given asymp­
totic number a we shall understand the extension of the function Ix , x E$l 
on A at the point x = a (8, Definition 8). 
Remark. Corresponding to (R, Defi nition H), in order to ob tain Ia 1, a EA 
we must fo rm ~he s~t a ·• l u.: :x ~ a f. The sm~lles t asym pL?lic Itumber with 
respect to the mclus10n "c" wh1ch covers a *, 1. e. a *Ca, IS the magnitude 
a of a. We shall recall th at we called a point "perfect" if a *-" a and 
"imperfect" if a *c a (strict). 
Theorem 22. 
(i) a exists and a EA lor every choice of a EA. The numbers a ~~ are 
perfect and the numbers a E~ are imperfect points of the magnitude ; 
(ii) Moreover, a = max ( a, a) holds for every a EA. 
Proof. 
(i) Let a EA"'- t> and let u and u,. he the power and the corresponding coet. 
iicient in t he main part (8, (;:3)) of a (a ~ c1 implies 11 EZ and a,. f ll). Every 
representative a Ea can be re presented in the form a (s) -a,S"- LI(s), where 
lim I (s) s1• 0. Hence, we draw the conclusion that the poin t s = 0 is not a 
s ... o
non-trivial adherent point of the set of all zeros of a (i.e. all points s at which 
r1(s)=O). Consequently, for every a E a there exists E t. & such that a(s) does not 
change its sign on £. Besides, the sign of a(s) on E does not depend on the 
choice of uEa, namely, a(s) > O, sEE if a,, > O and u(s)<O, s EE if a,,<O. That 
means a(s) I a(s) on E if a,.> O aud Irt(s) = - a(s) on E if a,.<O. The lheo. 
rem is proved in the considered case ; 
(ii) Let a = O· E&. We have (obvi ous ly) IO• *c o· (strict), fro m which follow lhe 
existence of IO• , as well as the imperfectness of a at a=O·. Fu rthermore 
we obtain o•· = 0", i.e. 0• max (0•, O•) holds too (because 0•>0 and - rY 
O•). The proof is completed. 
Theorem 28. If a, b, cEA, th en : 
! a l~O and a - 0 if and onl y if a 0, 
Ia - b 1 ~ a± b ..-' a I b , 
a .b a . b, 
a b a I b , b ~ C). 
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 22 we shall not give it. 
Remark. Difinition 7, Theorem 22, (i) and Theorem 23 are valid not only 
for real asymptotic numbers bu t also for the complex ones (8, sec. 2). 
3. Order Rel ation in Some Su bsets of A 
In (8, Definition I0) we defined tlie sets of asymptotic nu mbers $lo, ffi .., 
and ffl and we proved (8, Theorem 20) that l:fl0 and $."" are isomo rphic (with 
respect to the algebraic operations) to the field of real numbers ffl and &l 
maps homomorphically on $.. The co rrespondences realizing the isomorphism 
and homomorphism mentioned above were given by: 
(J J) Hl·~ a. x lO·· ·xE&l., 1•=0, cu , 
(12) fJi ~a x+W - x E f1~ , ,, 0,1, ... , oo 
respectively, where the numbers , from fJ~o. f]l•o and $ are written in their nor· 
mal additive form (8, Definition 13). Now we shall consider the properties of 
the sets $l0, fR.~ and R, as well as the cor respondences (11) and (12) wit h res· 
pect to the order relat ion in A and ffl. respectively. 
Theorem 24. 91° and 9100 are order field s. The correspondence ( 11) pre· 
serves the order relation (strict and non-strict) in A and fR respectively, i. e. 
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~- ~he correspondence ( 1 1) pre· 
ct) m A and g{ respectively, j. e. 
if a, b ( H1•, ,. 0, and x, y UR are their images by (II) resp., then a< b if 
and only if x< y.
Proof. The first parl of the theorem - that ff\0 and Ht= arc order fields­
follows directly from Theorem X. Further, let us take note that if a, b E: &l~, 
v== O, ""• then a .b and a- b ~ t) are equivalent to each other. That proves the 
theorem. 
Theorem 25. The mapping (12) of ~It on Hl preserves the non-strict order, 
i. e. if x, y (tll are the images of a, bE:A by (12) respectively, then a:.;;, b im­
plies x -.s; y. _ 
The pwof is analogous to tbal of Theorem 2:~. We notice that if a, b ( Hl 
and a - bE 6 , then a< b implies x y (but not x < y), i. e. ( 12) does not pre­
serve (in geueral) the strict inequality. 
In (8, Theorem 20) we showed that the set .400 of all asymptotic numbers 
with infinite accuracies is a field which is isomorphic to the field of the formal 
power (asymptotic) series (with real coefficients in the case of real asymptotic 
numbers). With respect to the order, the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 26. .4"" is an order field. Furthermore, if a E./\'" , then 
a 0 if and only if a., - 0 respectively, where ,11 is the power and a,, is the 
first coefficient of the main part of a. respectively . 
Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8. In (8, Sec. 
6) we introduced an additive (8, Definition 13) : 
(13) a= q t 0', aEA, qEA"" , O•E e> 
and a mult iplicative (8, Definition 14): 
(1 4) 	 a=r.F,a EA "'- 6,rEAoo, P.EI 
form of a. Further, we developed an algebraic technique (8, Sec. 6) with the 
symbols (ll) and (12), which allowed us to express the algebraic operations 
and algebraic properties of A by the a lgebraic operations and algebraic pro­
perties of A"" , 6 and /. The sense of this approach lies in the fact that .4"" is 
a field (8, Theorem 23) and, as we know from Theorem 26, A"" is an order field, 
and 6 and I have comparatively simple algebraic properties, including compa­
ratively simple order (see Theorem 4, and Corollary of Theorem 5). The fol· 
lowing theorems allow us to express the order in A by the order of Aoo, 
e> 	 and /. 
Theorem 27. If a= q+O• and a' q' 1- O···, then a< a' if and only if: 
(i) q< q' in the case a- a' ( C;?; 
(ii) 0• < 0'' in the case a a' E 6. 
Theorem 28. If a - r. F and a' =r'. I i!, where a, a' EA '\,. ~. then a< a' if 
and only if: 
(i) r< r' in the case a.'a' ~ ! ; 
(ii) P.< F' in the a, a' E/. 
Theorem 29. Let a - p -. 0.. and a- p. P be the normal additive {8, Defi­
nition 13) and multiplicative (8, Definition I 4) forms of a respectively. Then a 
is negative, i.e. a< O. if and only if p is negative, i.e. p< O. 
Theorems 27, 28 and 29 are an immediate periphrasis of material exhibited 
so far, therefore we do not rewrite their proofs. 
--1. lnfinitesilllals. Finik :md lnfinikly Large Asymplolic Numbers 
Drfin;tion 8 (lnfinilesHnals, finite and infinitely large numbers): 
(i) If a EA, then a w1ll be called infinitely small or an infinitesimal if 
a < x for all Xtflt, x 0. The !\el of all infinitesimals will be denoted 
by !.10 ; (ii) The number at A will be call<:d rinite if there exists x E fR such that 
a < x . The set of all finite numbt'r · wtll be denoted by n; 
(iii) The asymptotic number a wtll he called infinitelly large ii x < a 1 tor 
all x E:JL The set of all iniinitely large numbers will be denoted by !!,. . 
Remark !. As we know from (8, Theorem 20l, :Jl is isomorphic to fll" and 
~~l~ (8, Definition IO) which, 011 tht:ll part, Me subsets of A. So, as we write 
x ( ffi, we have in mmd either x E!J{0 or x (: H1"". 
Remark 2. The asymptotic number'-: a s-t 0, b 2+s-t-01 and C= l fs 
- o-t give us examples of an infi nitesimal, finite and infinitely large number 
respectively. In other words, A possesses infinitesimals (d ifferent from zero)' 
finite and infi nitely large numhers. The latter could be formulated in the follow: 
ing way : A is a non·archimedean order set. (A totally·ordered set F which 
contains N is called archimedean if for every a~ F there exists n EN such 
lhal a < n, see, for instance, [61.) ll is clear also that 
(lf>) U0 c!l, f!n!! 1), A !JUt!.,, . 
Remar!? 3. The above definition 111akes sen~e also fo r the complex asymp. 
totic numbers. 
The fol lowing theorem estabilishes a connection between the notions 
just introduced and properties of the representatives of the asymptotic 
numbers. 
Theorem 30. 
(i) The asymptotic number a I" an infinitesimal, i.e. a f !10, if and only if 
lim a {s) 0 for all 11 ~ a; 
s->U (ii) The asymptotic numher a IS finite, i. e. a ( !1, if and only if for every aEa 
there exists E (: ~ such that a is bounded on £ . Be~ides, if a(:!!, then there 
exists x(::J1 such that lim a(s) x for all a(a; 
s \'t (iii) The asymptotic number a is infinite!) large, i. e. aEDoe, if and only if 
there exists a Ea such that u. is u11boundec.l on every £ E<.~ . Moreover, if aE!1.., 
and a(f{O ":nENJ, then lirnr1(s) .J for all aEa in the case a < O and 
s .u 
lim a(s) = for all a Ea in the case a 0. 
·•-•0 Proof. The theorem fo llows directly from (8, Theorem 24). 
Theorem 32. The asympto tic zeros are either infinitesimals or infin itely 
large numbers. ln.particular, o· E!.Jo for I ' 0, 1, ... ' ,­ ' and 
- 2, ... . The asymptotic units 1\2 0, I, ... , rv are finite 
strictly, I c Q'-,Jlv (/ is the set of all asymptotic units). 
Proof: Trivial. 
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Theorem 33. If a ( A and a ~ t\ then a is an infinitesimal or infinitely large 
if and only if a 1 is mfinitel~ large or an infinitesimal, respectively, and 
aE Q"'Qn if and only if a- ' E!! !!o-
Proof. The theorem follows directly irom Definition 8. 
Theorem 34. 
(i} The set of finite numbers !1 is closed with respect to the operations addi­
tion, subtraction and multiplication. With rtspect to the order relation, !! is an 
archimedean set and 0 .:a b t Q unplies a t !! for every choice of a and b. 
Proof. Let a, b U!. Corresponding to Definition 8, there exist x,yE~-11 such 
that a < x and b <... y. \\'e obtain at b .: a b < x + y, i.e. a + bU! 
and a. b - a b < x . I' , i e. a. b t !!. The assertion of the theorem about 
the division follows from Theorem ;~3. The property that !! is an archimedean 
set follows directly from Definition ~. Let 0 a -e b (: !!. The latter means that 
a = a -5. b -= b < x for any x t- iR, i e. a t[l. The theorem i::: proved. 
Theorem 35. The set of all infinitesimals Dn i~ a prime ideal in the set 
of the finite numbers fl. Furthermore, !!0 pos~esses the property : For every 
choice of a,bEA, O<- as./JU10 implies aE!!,1• 
Proof: 
(i) Let a, bE !!0, i. e. a < x I and /J / x ior ever y choice of the real num­
berx=fO.Wehave a+ b l·- a I b l '2x,i.e.albUJ0 ; 
(ii) Obviously, aE!!0 implies a E-1!0 ; (ii i) Let a ED and b E !10, which m~ans that there exists a real number x 11 such 
that a < x 0 . We have a. b a . b <xo I x for ~II real numbers x ' 0, 
i. e. 	 a. b E!!0. We proved that !!11 is an ideal in !!. (iv) We must prove that !!0 is a prime ideal in !!, i. e. that a.b Ul., implies 
either a E!?o or bt_D0 Let us assume the opposite, i.e. that a,bf!!0 . We have • 
a -::::: x J ~nd b for_ son_1e real nun~b~rs -'u=f=O and Yo 0, i. e. a. b 10 y 0 ~ x ... Yo , 1. e. a. b ~ !!0, winch IS a contrad1d1on; (v) 	 Let O<a~bEfl0,i. e. a b ', X for all real x 0. We obtain 
a IE !10 , i. e. a E!lo- The theorem is proved. Definition 9 (Infinitesimal relation). We shall ~ay that a, b ~ ..l are infinitely 
close and 	 we write this as a b if a b is an infinitesin'd, i. e. if a-bE !!0 • 
Theorem 36. 
(i) The relation " - " is an equivalence relation in the set of all finite 
numbers Q; 
(ii) If a, b, c, d E{!, then a b and c d implies a- c b± c, and a. c - b . c and 
if, furthermore, a c E[} (or h d ( !!), then a c- b d; 
(iii) Let a, b En and not n b. Then a b tmplies c d for all c, d (:f) such that 
a""" c and b~d;(iv) The factor-set SJj Q0 is i ~omorphic to the field of the real numbers f.il (or 
to the field of the complex numbers C in the case of the complex asymptotic 
numbers). 
Proof. Consequence of Tlleore111 :30 (i). 
Remark I . As· A (and !l too) is not a ring (6, Theorem 6) the properties 
of the ideals, we know from the theory of ring', do not hoiJ (in general) 
in A (or in D). In particular, if M is an ideal of A (or M is an ideal 
in f!}, then the rela tion "a- b if a-b ( M" is not always an equivalence rela­
tion in A (in !!} ; for example, 0 does not define such a relation (8, Theorem 18). 
Consequently, the assertion of the above theorem is not a standard corollary 
of Theorem 35. On the other hand, !!0 is not a maximal ideal in Q (in spite 
ot Qj !J0 being a field), e. g. !2, u (!J n A), ~ - 0, I, ... , co, are also ideals in !!, 
where .4; were defined in (l), Definit ion II). 
Remark 2. Elements of !.! !10 (the equivalence classes) we shall denote 
by their images in 711, i. e. as real numbers. 
Definition 10 (Real image r). The canonical homomorphism of fl onto 
~~l (the homomorphism of !.! onto Hl with kernel !111) will be denoted by r. If a 
is a finite number, i. e. a (;_ !.!, then its image in 9l will be denoted by r(a), i.e 
r (a) EtR for every a E!.!. (In the case of complex asymptotic numbers r (a) ( c 
for all fi nite complex asymptotic numbers a.) -r (a) will be called real tor comp­
lex, resp.) image of a. 
Corresponding to Theorem ;m, if a ( !..! and x EH1, then r (a)""" X if and only 
ii there exists a representative '' ( n such that li m u (s) x. In fact, lim a (s) x 
' tO ..>: -+0 
for all a Ea. 
Lemma 4. 
(i) H a E!i""'- !10, then r(n) tt 0, where Ut1 is the corresponding {t he first, i. e. 
for k =- 0) coefficient in the main part (8, (3)) of a; 
(ii) r(a) 0 for all a (: !l0, i. e. for all infinitesimals. 
Proof: Trivial. 
Theorem 37. The homomorphism T possesses the followin g properties : 
If a, b EQ, then: 
(i) a<b implies r(a) <; r(b) ; 
(ii) a< b implies r (a) r (b) if and only if a b; 
(iii) r ( a I)= -r(a) I; 
( iv) r (a) :..-0 if and only if a a. 
Proof. We shall prove only lhe property (i); the remaining ones are prov­
ed analogously. Let a· b, i. e. (by definition) there exist aEa and fi El> such 
that {s:a(s)~P (s)}E8. The latter means limrds) < lim fi(s), i.e. r(a)::S; t (b). 
.t ..o ,....o 
Remark. We proved that a unique real (or complex) number X=t (a) corres­
ponds to every finite asymptotic numbers a. On the other hand, cor respond­
ing to (8, Theorem 20), 9l is isomorphic to two subspaces 9l0 and gtoo of A 
(R, Definition 10), i. e. ttl=t~1° and fR=ff1 . No w, let us restrict ourselves to 
only one of these isomorphisms: either Hl ~~no or ~R ~ffi "". Then the following 
assertion holds: Every finite real asymptotic number a is infinitely close to 
a unique real number, namely, T (a), i. e. ar r {a) for all a (: !1. 
5. Interval Topology of A 
Definition 11 (Inte rval topology) : 
(i) A non-empty subset . I of A will he called interval of A if a, b ( t l, xE tl 
and a< x < b implies x E.J; 
(ii) The subset a of A will be called an open set of 1\ if for every xEtJ there 
exists an interval Ll Co such that x E. I. {The empty set ¢ as wel l as II are 
open sets of A); • 
(iii) The family of all open se ts of !l will be called the interval topology of A ; 
(iv) By the term a neighbou rhood of a EA we shall understand every s ubset 
M of A for which tht~ re exists an open set o of A so that a EaC M; 
(v) Let a EA and a, EA, n EN. Then we shall say that the sequence :a,: 11 EN) 
is conv ergen t (with respect to the interval topology) and a is its limit and we 
write this as Lim a,=a (in con trast to "lim", which will be preserved for the 
n~oc 
ordinary topology of ffi) if for every neighbourhood M of a there exists noE N 
such that a, EM for all 11 EN, n> no; 
l 
(Vi 
{Of
,. 
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ne 
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fc 
·alence classes) we shall denote 
nonical homomorphism of !! onto 
:tel !10 ) will be denoted by r. It a 
in ffi will be denoted by r (a), i.e. 
mplex asymptotic numbers r (a) EC 
r (a) will be called real (O r comp­
nd x Efl~, then r (a)<::::<X ~f and only 
lim a (s) x. Tn fact, ltmu (S) x 
\-l) 	 f •0 
he corresponding (the first, i. e. 
of a; 
~imals. 
,ssesses the follow1ng properties: 
b; 
(i) ; the remaining ones are prov. 
1) there exist a (: a and fl t b such 
(s) --:;; lim /3 (s), i. e. r (a) r (b). 
S-tO 
>r complex) number X = t (a) corres­
On the other hand, correspond· 
two subspaces ~l0 and flf.oo of A 
low, let us restrict ourselves to 
0 or fJl =m"". Then the following 
number a is infinitely close to 
{17) for all a (: !1. 
J interval oi , , if a, b (. I, x (II 
set of 11 if for every x Eo there 
empty set ¢ as well as 11 are 
called the interval topology of A ; 
·e shall understand every subset 
of A so that a Ea C M; 
say that the sequence :a,: 11 EN j 
!>ology) and a is its limit and we 
which will be preserved for the 
:hood M of a there exists n0 EN 
(vi) Let a" ~ A, n (: .V. The se(]ucnce (a11 : 11 (: NJ will be called fundamental if 
ror every d: A+(rl, is the set of all positive asymptotic numbers) there exists 
noE N such that np - aq <. F for all p, lJ ( N such that p> n0 and tJ > n0 tsee, 
tor 	 instance, l(i]).
We ought to find a more convenient and simpler, if possible, base oi 
neighbourhoods of every asymptotic number. In the case Lim an ~ a Erl"' (H, De· 
,.__,.,. 
finition I I) the family of all intervah of type (a-t, a + e) {x E A: x-a < eJ, 
"·here tEA~ turns out to be such a hase. The following theorem is valid: 
Theorem 38 (The case Lim a, EA ). Let a, EA, n EN and a EA"". Then 
II .-tOO 
Lim a,.~ a if and only if lor every tl A+ there exists n0 ENsuch that a, - a <t 
A....,oo 
for all n n0 • 
Proof. We must prove that the family of intervals (a-e, a+e), e(:A+ is a 
base of neighbourhoods of a. Indeed, a', a" EA, a EA"" and a' < a<a" implies 
a'-a,a-a"(f~. Corresponding to Theorem 21, a'<a-e'<a<a+e"< a" for 
t'~ (a-a')/2 and e"-(a" - a) 2. Let e min (e', t.t'). We obtain a'<a- e< a< a 
+f<a". The theorem is proved.
The following theorem gives a test fo r convergence in the case Lim a11 EA,..,. 
Tl -7,.,0 
Theorem 39 (A test for convergence in the case Lim a, E A""). Let a, EA, 
tl-><» 
nEN and a EAoo be chosen arbitrarily and let 
' 
" 
fln ::.,~ ,,,,, s11 -l O'u, a - ~,((k sk (19) 
~I'll 	 k - JI 
be their normal additive forms (8, Definition I .3), where Pn and 1•11 are the po­
wers and accuracies of a11 and u and are the power and accuraC) of a, 
respectively. Then Lim a" a if and only if the following three conditions 
are valid: 
(i) lim ,un = .11 ; 
lf->00 
(i~ Jim ,,n-- ; 

"-""" 
(iii) for every k EZ, k p there exists n 0 EN such that a,w - ak for all 11 ·no. 
Remark. As usual, lim ,u , f.-t and lim v, , . mean 11 and ,. are the unique 
fl tM /1 -tOO 
adherent points of the sequences {,u,: n EN} and {v,: n EN} respectively. In our 
case 	J.ln1 vm ft , '' E: Z u {co} and consequently, 1-1 and ,, are either trivial adherent points of the above sequences, respectively (lhe sequences are trivial) or these 
sequences increase unboundedly. 
Proof. Let us assume lhat (i), (ii) and (iii) nold and let eE A+ If .11.111 are 
the powers of 1111 = a,. - a 1. n EN, tllen lim Jt.l = oo and consequently, i':t >.~~. tl~~ 1/ 	 II 
holds for every suificiently large n, where ,rt, is the power of e. Hence, we 
ob tain a11-a < e for all sufficiently large n, i.e. Lima, "- a. Let Lima11 = fl
,_.OQ n~!:JO 
hold and let us assume that ll' Ezu { } is nu adherent point of {,u11 : n EN} 
and tt' -,l. If we choose eE A+ suc h that ,n,>.u', then we obtain a,-a l>efor 
intinitely many n, which contradicts Lim on a. If '"EZU{=} is an adhereut 
II 100 
point of {''": n EN} and v' ,., then for e= O•·' 1 we obtain a contradict ion also. 
Let us assume that there exis ts k EZ such that k"?::. 11 and ak" ~alt. for infinitely 
many n. The latter means ,tt ,, <;; k for infinitely many n and, consequently, if 
we choose e EA+ such that JJ,>k, we obtain On-a >e for infinitely many n. 
Tbe proof is completed. 
Corollary J. If ,,,,E Z U { J, 11( N and limY11 = ~. then 
,_ ,10 
(10) Lim (.i~ ak s~ I O'n) 
n ~ " P 
for any .u EZ ami any a 11 ~ H1 (or uk ( C), k JL, .u + 1, ... Corollary 2. In the case ",.,, for all n'' (20) reduces to 
~~ I ) Lim (i 'lk s') ::::o ~, IIJt: s'' 
II ~~ It I" k I ' 
ior any .'' EZ and any a"E:1  (or 11" EC). 
Corollary 3. 
(22) Lim rt,, s" = 0 
fl ,oo 
holds tor arbitrarily chosen r!1, Effi (or ak t C), n EN. Corollary 4. LimO'' - 0 holds. We notice that, corresponding to (8, Deiini· 
fl-t OO
tion 12) and (8, Theorem 23), we treat every formal power series as a number 
of A'» ; as we did in (21 ) and (22}, where the elements of the sequences on 
the lefthand sides of these formula~ are numbers from k " . 
Theorem 40. Let a"EA, n EN. Then the sequence {a" : nEN} is fundamen­
tal if and only if it is convergent and Lim anEk "' ., _. ., 
Proof. The proof is quite analogous to that of Theorem 38. We shall not 
give it. 
Definition 12 (Series in : \). 
1(i) Let .a EZ and akEA, fl =,u, ,11 I I , . . . be an arbitrary asymptot ic numbers. The sequence {Sn: 11 =u, u ­ I , . ..), where 
II 
~- '\ ' tl 
.,, - II: 
II " 
will be called an inf inite series, anll fo r this sequence the notation 
y• 
__. a,, 
II ' 'will be used. The elements of the sequence 5,, n=a, ,tt 1, ... are called the 
partial sums of the infinite series ;(ii) An infinite series will be called convergent if the sequence oi i ts partial 
sums is convergent and the limit o f this sequence will be called sum of the 
series. W e shall not use different notations for convergell t infinite series and 
their sum.Theorem 4/."For any fl EZ and any ak( H~ (or any a11 EC), k = ,u,.u + 1, .. . , 
the series 
00 
(23) 
is convergent on D 
0 
, i. e. for every in[iniksimal h, and (23) is the additive 
form (8, Definition 13) of i ts sum.Proof. In tact, the above theorem is a tri vial generalization of Corollary 2 
of Theorem 38 (we could obtain the case described in this corollary by h .s 
wh 
fin 
pa1 
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(2 
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e 
b 
11 v,= =, then 
:t, .tt ~ I, ... 
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, nEN. 
that, corresponding to (8, De!ini­
y formal power series as a number 
:he elements of the ~equences on 
Jbers from k " . 
sequence {an: n EN} is fuudamen. 
1,. EA"' . 
that of Theore111 :38. We shall not 
:111 arbitrary asymptotic numbers. 
sequence the notation 
S", 11 = .u, u I 1, ... are called the 
~ent if the sequence of its partial 
1uence will be called sum of the 
fo r convergent in fin ite series and 
:01. (or any a" EC), lt=lt,,u+ l , . . . , 
:sima! 11, and (2J) is the add itive 
rivial generalization of Corollary 2 
escribed in !his corollary by It s 
which is an infinitesimal). We should still notice that for infinitesimals lz with 
finite accuracy ,, (i. e. for h f: !10 "-A"') the sum (2:3) coincides with one of the 
partial sums of the serie~ (23), namely, with S,. 
Remark. (23) detines a mapping of !?0 into A, i. e. (23) is an asymptotic 
function defined on !.!0• 
We considered the case Lim a" E.-1"" only. The case Lim a"~ A"" is more comp­
" ~ ~~--licated and not too important for us. That is why we shall briefly expose the 
results in this case without giving the proof~. 
Definition 13 (The set £(a)). If a ~ A. then we shall put 
(24) £(a) { t E A+"-~ : u, · , }U{t E~ : .~t.<v}, 

where v is the accuracy of a and 11, is the power of E. (If v= =, i. e. a EA"" , 

then £(a)=A+)

Theorem 42 (The case Lim a,.E A "-.A""). If the accuracy v of the asympto­
"~"" tic number a is finite, i. e. '' EZ, then the family of intervals (a', a'+ e) obtain­
ed by all a' EA such that a' < a and a' a E~ (i. e. a'Ca) and all e E£(a) is a 
base (which is simple and convenient, in some ways) of the neighbourhoods of a. 
Theorem 43. A is Hausdorff's set (see Theorem 21 ). 
Theorem 44. A is not Dedekind complete. (An ordered set is called 
Dedekind complete if every non-empty subset, which is bounded above has a 
least upper bound.) In other word~, A is disconnected. 
Proof. Indeed, the set A(,u) of all asymptotic numbers with the same power 
l ' is bounded above, namely, every positive asymptotic number a with power 
.ua<l-' is an upper bound of A(.u). But A(u) has not a least upper bound. 
As we know (8, Theorem 20), the set of the real numbers fR is isomor­
phic to the sets ffl0 and fR"" (8, Definition 10). Consequently, the topology of 
A induces two topologies on ill: fil.0 - topology (by means of the isomorphism 
9l0 =fR) and fK"" - topology {by means of the isomorphism fR"" =ffi.). The follow­
ing theorems refer exactly to these two cases. 
Theorem 45 (!1l0 - topology). Let a, E9l0 , nEN, i.e. an=Xn+0°, where 
x,Effi., n EN. Then the sequence {an: n EN} is convergent (with respect io the 
topology of A) if and only if one of the following two conditions is valid: 
(i) { x0 : n EN} is convergent with respect to the topology of 9l and x ~x, for all sufficiently large n EN where x = lim x,.. In this case Lim an = a where 
n...oo 
a= x --0°, i.e. Lim(x, ...!-0°)= limx,. +0° ; 
n-tco 11--tOO 
(ii) lim x,= co. In this case Lim a,=0-1• 
n~~ n~~ 
Theorem 46 (9100 - topology). Let a11 (:fR"", nEN, i.e. an= Xn+ O"" where 
x,Effi., n EN. Then the sequence {a,:nEN} is convergent (with respect to the 
topology of A) if and only if one of the following two conditions is valid: 
(i) {a,: n EN} is trivial, i. e. there exists aE EJloo such that a"= a for all suffi­
ciently large n EN. In this case Lim a,. =a, of cou rse ; 
n...oo 
(ii) limx,=co. In this case Lim a, - o- 1• 
n~~ n~oo 
Theorem 47. Let {a,: n EN} and {b,: n EN} be two convergent sequences 
of asymptotic numbers and let Lim a11 = a and Limb"= b. Then the convergence 
n..,..oo n-+oo 
of the sequences {an±b,.:nEN}, {a,.b,:nEN} or {anibn:nEN} implies 
Lim(an±bn) =a±b, Lim(an.bn)= a.b or Lim(anfbn)=afb respectively (in the 
n-too n-+oo n-too 
case of division we ought to require still bmb ~ ~. n EN). 
We shall ~top inve!-.li,garing the properties of lhe set of asymptotic nunJ. 
bers A. (We !l ave done it perhaps in more deta i ls tha n wa~ necessary for our 
purposes in physics.) !'\ow, we are ready to define the asymptotic functions 
and, in parlicular, Dirac's delta-function, as well as its square, etc., in accor. 
dance with our promise made at the beginning of f81. We shall put this Off 
for a future paper. 
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